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All of the A-Frames Listed below are available in a variety of sizes and have many panel selections
to choose from including Acrylic, Chalkboard, Dry Erase & Corex or full color posters. The panels
are listed on page 3.
All of the listed signs are double sided as well, meaning that you get two panels to every sign!
Please feel free to call if you have any questions regarding our products.

Hardwood A-Frame
Hardwood A-Frame
Model: NS

A-Frame Stock Sizes: 24"x 36" - 24"x 48" - 24"x 60”
We can do custom sizes too!
Wood is an upscale look in an A-frame sign or sandwich board sign!
Sealed with "deck sealer" and with NO nuts, bolts, metal hinges or
screws to rust this wood sidewalk sign is completely weather proof.

PVC A-Frame
PVC A-Frame
Model: NSPV

A-Frame Stock Sizes: 24"x 36" - 24"x 48”
These portable indoor-outdoor PVC A-frame signs are made from
window grade PVC material & UV treated. This makes them very
weather resistant. You can fill the leg cavities with sand and double
it's weight for greater wind resistance!

Steel A-Frame
Steel A-Frame
Model: NSS

A-Frame Stock Sizes: 24"x 36" - 24"x 48" - 24"x 60”
What do they make bridges, all types of heavy equipment and
skyscrapers out of? You guessed it - steel! Because of strength and
long life in inclement weather conditions! This A-frame is black
powder coated steel for years of use in all weather conditions!

Aluminum A-Frame
Aluminum A-Frame
Model: NSA

A-Frame Stock Sizes: 24"x 36" - 24"x 48" - 24"x 60”
This A-frame is made of not just plain aluminum, but an anodized
magnesium metal alloy for long lasting elegance & beauty. With no
nuts, bolts, metal hinges or screws to rust means this aluminum
sidewalk sign is completely weatherized! You can fill the leg cavities
with sand and double its weight for more wind resistance!
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Vinyl Clad A-Frame
Vinyl Clad A-Frame
Model: NSX

This vinyl clad A-frame sidewalk sign comes in three popular sizes:
19"x 24"x 1/2" - 7 ply plywood, 24"x 32"x 5/8" - 8 ply plywood and
oversized 32"x 48"x 5/8" - 8 ply plywood.
These frames are ready to apply vinyl lettering and/or graphics to
and are heavy enough to resist being blown down in moderate windy
conditions!

Wind Sign
Wind Sign
Model: WS

This Sidewalk Wind Sign is unbelievable in areas you encounter
higher than normal winds, and the wind is the enemy of all outdoor
signs, especially portable signs! The springs let the sign give with the
wind and pop right back into the upright position without blowing over
or sliding! The base can be filled with several quarts of water or sand
to add ballast! This sidewalk Wind Sign will stay where you put it!!

Plasticade A-Frame
Plasticade A-Frame
Model: NSP

Overall dimensions: 25"x 45”
Accommodates 24"x 36" panels.
This A-frame sidewalk sign is a direct descendent of the roadside
sign frames used by road crews all over the world working in adverse
conditions everyday. You can fill the body cavity with over 10 lbs of
sand for ballast to withstand windy conditions!

Poly A-Frames
Poly A-Frames
Model: NSP-2228FO
Model: NSP-1824FO

This poly plastic A-frame sign will take lots of punishment and abuse.
It won't crack, peel or splinter from the sun, wind, rain, sleet or snow,
we call it our "postman’s" curb sign... Poly plastic a-frame
signs, sidewalk signs, sandwich board signs and curb
signs. Weather proof and choice of acrylic, chalkboard,
dry erase & corex insert panels to fit your exact needs!
Model: NSP2228FO

Model: NSP1824FO
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Choosing your panels
Most of our A-frames come with a selection of several
different removable panels. Due to the variety of advertising
mediums, businesses, and locales, selecting just the right
panel can sometimes be difficult. Below are some
descriptions of them to help you select just the right one for
you or your customer. If you have any questions please
contact us and our experienced representatives can help you
with your selection.

Types of Panels
Coroplast:
Corrugated polypropylene material
Construction similar to heavy cardboard, but plastic.
100% weatherproof.
Lightweight, but tough and rigid.
Great for posters, track lettering, or vinyl lettering.
Reversible.
Chalkboard:
Tough Melamine.
Scratch resistant.
Works great with our liquid chalk.
Highly weather resistant.
Comes in black or green.
Dry Erase:
Tough Melamine.
High gloss white finish.
Great performance with dry erase.

Acrylic:
Made of Acrylic Glass.
Cast molded.
100% weather proof.
Reversible.
Available in black or white.
þ
Also new Matte finish available!
Letter Kit:
Black letters/red numbers or blue letters/red numbers.
4 1/8 tall letters and matching tracks.
100% weatherproof.
Easily change messages.
Sign Posters:
Full color.
Bright and attention grabbing.
100% weatherproof.
Printed on durable vinyl.
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2 x 3 and 3 x 5 flags all feature 2 brass grommets strongly crimped to heavy
material on a headband. Easy flag pole attachment. Made from high quality
polyester material. Bright Graphics & Colors. Light weight to fly well in the mildest
wind. Color fast to reduce fading. Car flags have a minimum order of 6 and
include the window pole. Please refer to our swooper catalog for details regarding
stock and custom swooper flags.
Vinyl Banners with stock titles give you the biggest savings because we can make
them dozens at a time & put them on the shelf for future orders! Low cost, cheap
bulk pricing! Custom titles are a little more money, but you choose you own
wording, graphics & logo with a custom banner sign!

Custom Print Flags
Custom Print Car Flags, 2x3, 3x5, 4x6, and
Swoopers :
Model: S/O
Custom print is a great way to advertise. Customized,
colorful, and bold! The perfect way to show you mean
business. Made from the same quality material as the
swooper flags. All custom print flags feature 2 brass
grommets strongly crimped to heavy material on a
headband, or a flag pole sleeve made from quality nylon
and reinforced with upholstery thread. Easy flag pole
attachment. Made from high quality polyester material.
Bright Graphics & Colors. Light weight to fly well in the
mildest wind. Color fast to reduce fading. Available in
single sided or double sided print. Car flags include the
window attachment. We have a minimum of 6 order
requirement for car flags. Custom sizes available!

Posters, Headers, and Vinyl:
Model: S/O
Customizing your sign or a-frame is done easily by our
custom print department. Just supply us with your art. We
employ the use of high tech equipment such as
computerized laser cutters and engravers, CNC routers &
panel saw, plus vinyl lettering and wide format full color
printers to give you custom signage you can be proud of
with full or partial full color pictures and posters. Custom
sign design and custom signage is our specialty at
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Swoopers & Hardware
These Swooper(aka feather) flags are amazing! 15 feet tall when mounted on the
sturdy 3 piece pole. Talk about an attention grabber! They move, dance, and flap to
catch the eye of consumers! They are made from a dense German mesh weave,
150 denier light-weight polyester. They will fly in the slightest breeze, and are made
to last. Because of the popularity and nature of the product there are always titles
being added to our inventory. Make sure to check out our website or give us a call if
you don’t see what you’re looking for. If we don’t have it we can make it for you!
PLEASE NOTE: Super flags & poles are not interchangeable with standard poles
and flags. We have a separate catalog for our swooper flags!
(Yes there are that many titles available!)

Hardware
We have many options of hardware for the swoopers to choose from.
Please refer to the Swooper Catalog for detailed information regarding the hardware!

!
Super Swooper 15 foot pole ( for the SUPER style flag only)
!
Standard Swooper 15 foot pole ( for the STANDARD style flag only)
!
Ground Spike Mount
!
Drill Spike Mount
!
X-Base Free Standing Mount
!
Tow Hitch Mount
!
Tire Mount
!
Fender Guard - used with tire mount
!
Bolt On Roof Mount
!
Angled Steel Post Mount
!
Steel Post Mount
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American, State, & World Flags
American Flags Made in the USA

Economy American Flags
Made from 150 denier polyester with 2
brass grommets strongly crimped to heavy
material on a headband. Easy flag pole
attachment

Nylon/Embroidered Stars USA flags are UV
treated to resist fading by ultra violet rays,
and made of 200 denier dense nylon with
hand sewn stars and stripes. Sun-Glo Stars
USA flags are unlike flags with sewn stars
that block the light.These dyed USA flags
feature radiant white stars illuminated by the
bright light of the sun. Sun-Glo US flags are
made of 100% Solar Max nylon for extra
durability. Nylon Embroidered Stars USA
flags are 150 denier nylon, with hand sewn
stars and stripes. All of Annin US flags are
finished with lock-stitched hems, heavy duck
heading and strong brass grommets.

State Flags Made in the USA
State flags made in the USA by SolarMax are UV
treated to resist fading by ultra violet rays, and
made of 200 denier dense nylon. All of the these
flags are finished with lock-stitched hems, heavy
duck heading and strong brass grommets.
Economy State Flags
Made from 150 denier polyester with 2 brass
grommets strongly crimped to heavy material on a
headband. Easy flag pole attachment

International and World Flags
Super Polyester for long lasting durability!
2 Brass Grommets firmly attached to heavy
canvas on inner fly side!
Easy flag pole attachment!
Vivid Graphics & Colors!
Light weight to fly easily in the mildest breeze!
Color fast to reduce fading
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Advertising & Novelty Flags

A

ll of our 3x5 advertising flags feature 2
brass grommets strongly crimped to heavy
material on a headband.

¥
Easy flag pole attachment.
¥
Made from high quality polyester material.
¥
Bright Graphics & Colors.
¥
Light weight to fly well in the mildest wind.
¥
Color fast to reduce fading.
¥
Affordable High Quality
¥
Many titles to choose from!

A

ll of our 3x5 advertising flags with graphcis
feature 2 brass grommets strongly crimped
to heavy material on a headband.

¥
Easy flag pole attachment.
¥
Made from high quality polyester material.
¥
Bright Graphics & Colors.
¥
Light weight to fly well in the mildest wind.
¥
Color fast to reduce fading.
¥
Affordable High Quality
¥
100 s of titles to choose from!

A

ll of our 3x5 novelty flags feature 2 brass
grommets strongly crimped to heavy
material on a headband.

¥
Easy flag pole attachment.
¥
Made from high quality polyester material.
¥
Bright Graphics & Colors.
¥
Light weight to fly well in the mildest wind.
¥
Color fast to reduce fading.
¥
Affordable High Quality
¥
Thousands of titles to choose from!
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Vinyl Banners

S

tock Business Banners

Available sizes: 2x3, 3x5, and 4x6.

¥
Heavy 13oz nylon reinforced.
¥
5 Brass Grommets firmly attached & double backed
with clean cut edge.
¥
Simple & easy to mount on your walls or windows.
¥
Vivid Graphics & Colors.
¥
100% weatherproof & waterproof.
¥
Color fast to reduce fading.
¥
Many titles to choose from.

T

heme Business Banners

Available sizes: 2x3, 3x5, and 4x6.

¥
Heavy 13oz nylon reinforced.
¥
5 Brass grommets firmly attached & double
backed with clean cut edge.
¥
Simple & easy to mount.
¥
Vivid Graphics & Colors.
¥
100% weatherproof & waterproof.
¥
Color fast to reduce fading.
¥
Many titles to choose from.

V

inyl Windshield Banners

Nylon reinforced vinyl with bright and showy digital
printed advertsing banners!
Aluminum tension rods with no skid tips so they
stay where you put them, even in high wind and
weather.
Bungey cords easily loop around the rearview
mirrors for a quick on & off for test rides!
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Framed Boards
Framed Chalkboard
Model: cbb-xxxxf

Stock sizes: 12"x 16" - 16"x 24" - 24"x 32" - 24"x 48”
These beautiful hardwood chalkboards are hand stained
with deck sealer for durability! The most popular marker
board we offer. Our chalkboards are made out of a tough
textured Melamine. Melamine is made from a very durable
thermosetting plastic laminated over medium density
fiberboard. They are very scratch resistant and work
exceptionally well with our liquid chalk markers. Also very
weather resistant. Choose from black or green.

Framed Dry Erase Board
Model: wnw-xxxxf

Stock sizes: 12"x 16" - 16"x 24" - 24"x 32" - 24"x 48”
These beautiful hardwood dry erase boards are hand
stained! Constructed out of Melamine laminate over
medium density fiberboard, they are constructed similarly
to our chalkboards, but with a high gloss white finish
required for great performance with dry erase markers.
Melamine is made from a very durable thermosetting
plastic laminated over medium density fiberboard.

Framed Acrylic Board
Model: bnp-xxxxf

Stock sizes: 12"x 16" - 16"x 24" - 24"x 32" - 24"x 48"
These beautiful hardwood framed acrylic boards are hand
stained! Solid colored thermoplastic or polymer, known as
Plexiglas or Acrylic Glass. All our acrylic panels are cast
(molded) into sheets, not extruded, which can produce
unsightly ripples. The panels are 100% weatherproof. They
are available in black or white. Our waterproof Neomarkers
and Neochalk liquid chalk markers are a perfect match for
this board! Now available in Matte Finish. For a chalkboard
appearance on durable acrylic!
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Unframed Boards

Choose
Black
or
Green
Chalkboard

Unframed Chalkboard
Model: cbb-xxxx

Stock sizes: 12"x 16" - 16"x 24" - 24"x 32" - 24"x 48”
CNC routered edges on these chalkboard signs make a plain
black board into a real sign you can be proud of! A
chalkboard that sells! Our chalkboards are made out of a
tough textured Melamine. They are very scratch resistant and
work exceptionally well with our liquid chalk markers. Very
weather resistant. Choice of black or green. Also choose from
rounded or square corners. Available in 1/8” or 1/4” thickness!

Unframed Dry Erase Board
Model: wnw-xxxx

Unframed
White
Dry Erase
Boards

Stock sizes: 12"x 16" - 16"x 24" - 24"x 32" - 24"x 48”
CNC routered edges on these dry erase signs make a plain
dry erase board into a real sign you can be proud of! This is a
dry erase board that sells! They are constructed out of
Melamine laminate over medium density fiberboard, they are
constructed similarly to our chalkboards, but with a high gloss
white finish required for great performance with dry erase
markers. Hang it horizontally or vertically! You can drill holes
or get the wall hanger kit.

Unframed Acrylic Board
Model: bnp-xxxx

Stock sizes: 12"x 16" - 16"x 24" - 24"x 32" - 24"x 48"
These boards have a smooth clean edge and rounded
corners cut by CNC routers! Our acrylic boards are made
from solid colored thermoplastic or polymer, known as
Plexiglas or Acrylic Glass. Hang it horizontally or vertically!
You can drill holes or get the wall hanger kit. Nothing has
more class than our unframed acrylic sign. Acrylic boards
have a more rich and upscale look than most other types of
signs! Choose from rounded or square corners. Now
available in Matte Finish. For a chalkboard appearance on
one side, shiny acrylic on the other for great versatility!
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Dry Erase Markers
Model: DE-2

Dry Erase Markers
Bullet Tip Model: DE-2
Chisel Tip Model: DE-3

High density color pigment.
Low odor & non-toxic.
Perfect for classrooms, office, or retail sign making.
Colors include: Red, Blue, Black & Green.

Model: DE-3

Liquid Chalk Markers
Earth Tone Liquid Chalk
Model: NC-2 Earth

Great sign, window or general glass marker.
Chisel tip for fine to medium writing.
5 rich, earth tone colors to choose from.
As seen at Starbucks and other upscale establishments.
Wet erase liquid chalk.
Model: NC-2 Earth

Neon Liquid Chalk
Model: Nc2

Great sign, window or general glass marker.
Chisel tip for fine to medium writing.
8 bright, neon colors to choose from.
Wet erase liquid chalk.
Model: NC-2

Neo Markers
Model: NM-2

Waterproof Window Markers
NM-1

Vivid, bright colors, waterproof.
Great for signs, glass, windows & more.
Semi-permenat to reduce tampering.
Available in chisel tip or wide tip.

Broad Tip Neo Markers
NM-2

Vivid, bright colors, waterproof.
Great for signs, glass, windows & more.
Semi-permanent to reduce tampering.
½” wide for bold artwork.
Model: NM-1
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Sports Fan Mercahndise
College Sports Team Merchandise:
Double Sided Car Flags
Parking Signs
Pennants
BBQ Grill Sets
Garden Banners.
Bleacher Cushions/Totes.

Nascar Motor Sports Merchandise:
Bleacher Cushion/Totes
Car Window Flags
Crackle Mugs
Garden Banners
Pennants
Wind Socks

NFL Sports Team Merchandise:
BBQ Grill Sets
Insulated Can Coolers
Magnets with Team Logo
þ
Parking Signs
þ
Serving Trays
þ
Stainless Steel Travel Mugs
þ
Vinyl Window Clings

Pro Baseball Team Merchandise:
BBQ Grill Sets
Magnet with Team Logos
Parking Signs
Vinyl Wndow Clings

Sports & Football Flags:
NFL, College, NASCAR, Soccer, Motor Cross, and More!
Show your spirit and support your favorite team!
Sizes: 3 x 5, Car Flags, RV Awning Flags, Banners, & More!.
High quality flags with all the necessities!
If you don’t see your team, we do custom prints!

FLAG AND SIGN USA
A Division of: R/T Enterprises
1.800.451.9779
www.flagandsignusa.com
info@flagandsignusa.com

Catalog

all Products may not be in stock or available
please refer to the web site for up to date info

